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THE AERODYNA!WC CHARACTERISTICS OF EIGET VERY
TESTS IN THE VARIABLE DENSITY WIND
By EASTMAJXN. JACOBS
SUMMARY
A group of tight cery thick aiqfbib hating 8ectwne of
the wzme thickness m those ued near the roots of tapered
ai@ile were tested in the Vatible Deneiiy Wind Tunnel
of the Nati”onul Adinkory Conwnitiee for Aerorwutic8.
l%e test8were made to 8tudy certuin d’ieconiinuitie8in the
characieristiecurux that hare beenobtainedfrom preoious
test8 of the8eairfai18,and to compare the Auracteristics of
the different 8ectiou at value8 of the Reynolds Number
comparablew“thihaseattained injlighL The di8coniinu-
iti+%tcerefound to dtiappear a8 the Reynolds Number
wa8 krea8ed. X7ieresults obtainedfrom the large-scale
teds in this 8eriee indikate that the N. A. C. A. 00S1
airfoil, a 8yrnmetn”calairfoil h.am-nga thicknes8 ratti of
21 per cent, has the best general da.raderi.stim.
INTRODUCTION
Very thick airfoil sections are used near the hubs of
wooden propeUers,near the roots of tapered wings, and
elsewhere on sirphmes when the structural advantages
resulting from their use compensate for the aerody-
namic disadvantage=. It is therefore necessary to
know the aerod~amic characteristics of very thick
airfoils in order to mrive at the most desirable Jxdanee
between the coticting structural aud aerodynamic
requirements.
Retious to this investigation, practicality no lmge_
scale data were a-wdable on the charactaistica of very
thick airfoils. Two =ceptions to this statement may
be mentioned. In reference I are given the charac-
teristics of a thick propeller section as determined
from both low-scale and high-scale t@.s in the Vari-
able Density Wiid TunneI, and in reference 2 are
given data on the minimum drag of several thick sym-
metrical airfoils or strut sections. However, the
first-mentioned reference gives only the characteristics
of one airfoil of poor form aerodynamicaIIy, and the
second only minimum drag values. Nevertheless
these data are sufficient to indicate that the character-
istic as determined from small-scale nmdeI teds of
very thick airfoils may be subject to important scale-
effect corrections. The results of the relatively large
number of smalkcale tests of airfoils give an indication
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of the changes that maybe expected in their oharacter-
istiK with ‘kcressing thickne& It appears horn the
low-scaIe results that airfoiI sections having a thickness
much greater than 20 per cent of the chord are so poor
aerodynamically that their use wiLlseldom be justified
by other considerations. It also appeara that th=e
airfoiIs may exhibit serious discontinuitiea in their
aerodpamic oharacterietice as the angle of attack is
increased in the region of m~um lift. Sane airfoils
suddenly lose as much as one-half of their lift, whiIe
the angle of attack remains unchanged.
The present imrestigation was undertaken with three
obj ecta in view.
1. To obtain and oompare the characteristics
of several types of very thick airfoiLs.
2. To study the discontinuitiw in the aero-
dynamic characteristics that some thick airfoils
exhibit when tes%d at low values of the ReynoMs
Number.
3. To study scaIe effect on wry thick airfoils,
particuhdy the maximum lift changes with the
Reynolda Number.
‘NM investigation was carried out in the Variable
Density Wiid Tunnel of the NationaI Advisory Com-
mittee for Aeronautics. The fit tests, dealing with
the discontinuities, were made during June and July,
1929, and the remainder of the t=ts dur@ August,
1930.
MODELS
The follow@ airfoils were chosen for the investi-
gation:
N. A. C. A. 100
N. A. C. A. 101
N. A. C. A. 102
N. A. C. A. 103
N. A. C. A. 104
U. S. N. P.S.6
N. A. C. A. 0021
N. A. C. A. 6321
Drawings of the profiles and tables of their ordinates
aregiven in Figures 4to 11. The N. A. C. A.100ka
_eticd airfoiI of 21 per cent maximum thickness
derived by thickening the R. A. l?. 30 profle. The
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N. A. C, A. 101 is a Joukowski airfoti slightIy modified
to thicken the trailing edge. The maximum upper
surface ordinate is approximately 22 per cent of the
chord, but because of the concavity of the lower surface
the maximum thickness is approximately 20 per cent
of the chord. The N. A. C. A. 102 airfoil was derived
by increasing the ordinates of the C-62 airfoil and
refairing the nose and tail slightly. The N. A. C. A.
103 was derived from the Clark 1“ by increasing the
ordinates to produce a maximum thickness of 21 per
cent of the chord. The N. A. C. A. 104 airfoil was
derived from the GtMngen 398 in a dtierent manner:
FIGUW?L-Comparison of WO05and metal nirfolls
The verticaI &stance above and below theoriginal mean
line of the section was increased by applying a constant
ratio so determined that the maximum thickness
became 21 per cent of the chord, In this way the
airfoil was thickened without increasing its effective
camber. The U. S. N. P. S. 6 is a standard Navy
propeller section (Reference 1) having a flat lower
surface and a maximum thickness of 20 per cent of
the chord.
The remaining two airfoils, the N. A. C. A. 0021 and
the N. A. C. A. 6321, are members of a large family
of airfoils, the other members of which are to be in-
vestigated in the Variable Density Wind Tunnel.
The derivation of the airfoils will not be given here.
.
COMM)TTEE FOR AERONkTICS
It is sufficient to state that their forms are given by
empirical equations and each airfoiI is designated by a
number of four digits, the first giving the maximum
mean camber in per cent of the chord; the second,
the position of the masimum mean camber in tenths
of the chord from the leading edge; and the last two,
the thickness in per cent of the chord.
It--ii be noted that alI the profiles have a thick-
ness of 20 or 21 per cent of the chord. This thickness
was chosen because it was believed b be the greatest
for which a practical application might ba found,
#l the airfoils chosen were of appro.ximatdy the same
thickness in order to eliminate this variable.
ACCURACY
Because the &foiIs were made of wood and more
than Q year elapsed between the time that they were
finished and the time that the first tests were made,
their profiles were not very accurate. For that reason
bo@ the specified ordinates and those from mewure-
ments’ made after alI tests had been complet~d have
been given. Furthermore, the surface of a wooden
airfoil will not remain smooth under the conditions of
testihg in the Variable Density Wind Tunnel. Thww-
fore, ~ order to form an estimata of the errors aris~g
from” these SOUCW, a highly polished metal 0021
airfoil was tested for comparison with the tda of the
wooden airfoil. The results of these tests, which are
presented for comparison in Figure 1, will enable the
readti to form an estimate of the accuracy of the other
results, which, with the exception of those for the
U. S: ~. P. S. 6, are from tests of wooden models. It
is estimated that the minim~ profile drag and the
maximum lift are in error by less than 5 per cent,
. ,
TESTS
The teats were divided into three groups, as
folloym?:
1. .!l%ks to study the discontinuity in the
characteristic curves at various values of the
Reynolds Number,
2. Tests to determine the characteristics of the
airfoils at a large dymanic scale or Reynolds
Number.
3. Tests to study scale effect and the effects of
v&iations of the tubulence of the air stream,
h- interval of more than a year elapsed between
Groups 1 and 2 of the tests, during which time several
major changes were made in the tunnel. Tho investi-
gation was not completed at me time the fist teets
were made because the tunnel was then operated with
an open throat, and extraneous air currente on the
balance prevented the securing of reliable drag values.
Before the second part of the investigation was startd
the tunnel was-changed in several respects. A closed
test s6ctiomwas installed, radial vanes were substituted
for the honeycomb, and the shape of the entrance cone
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was changed. A comparison of Figuras 2 and 3 wiU
indicate the nature of these changes. The changes
improved the velocity distribution in the teat section,
reduced the vibration of the tunnel, and eliminated
the extraneous air currents on the balance.
Characteristic discontinuities.-The tests of the first
group were made by measuring the lift of each airfoil
Lmge-scale characteristics,-As previously stated,
these tests were made after the tunnel had been altered.
The models were carefully refinished and tested in the
usual manner with an air pressure in the tunnel of 20
atmospheres, corresponding to the highest Reynolds
Numbw at which tests are usually made. Lift, drag,
pitching moment, dynamic pressure, sir pressure, and
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1 air temperature were measured in the usurd manner.and the angIe of attack in the usual manner (refer- ,
ence 3), with the exception that the mfimdift , @eference 3.)
range was investigated more carefulIy. Near the ; Tests to study scale effect,-Additional tests of one
mgk.s of m~ximum lift. the angIe of attack was m- ~ of the airfoils, the hT. A.. C. A. 0021, were made to
messed slowly, whiIe the I&balance beam was rnain- study the scaIe effects in &ater detail, to determine
tained in equilibrium. The discontinuity of flow was how the results are Muenced by a change of the air-
indicated ‘by a sudden drop of the beam. The reading stream tmbulence, and to compare the resultsthat were
wae~then~recorded,and without changing the angle of ~ obtained from the open-throat and from the closed-
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attack the beam was again balanced and the reading
again recorded. The region in which the disconti- ,
nuity occurred visa investigated & for decreasing ;
angles of attack of the airfoils. The abrupt change
observed when the angle of attack was reduced tended ~
to appear at a lower angle, but, because the redts were ]
diflicult to reproduce and because they were considered \
to be of little practical importance, they have not been ;
presented in most instances. ,
throat tur.mek. A metal model with a pohe.hed sur-
face was constructed for the additional tests in the
c.losed-threat tunnel in order to eliminate possible
effects from variations of the surface condition,
The additional tests, which were made under the
same conditions Wd immediately following those that
were made to compare the airfoils, consisted of lift and
drag measurement.eover a wide range of vshms of the
ReynoMs Number, and additional measurements made
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after the tmbukmce of the air stream had been in-
creased. To extend the Reynolds Number range to
lower values, the air pressures in the tunnel were
reduced to subatmospheric pressures.
The turbulence of the air stream was increaaed by
the introduction of a screen across the test section 17
inches ahead of the model, The screen was constructed
of round-edge flat strip five-sixteenths inch wide,
woven on 1%-inchcenters to form a square mesh latti~
having lfi~-inch OpET&l&L
DISCUSSION
Comparison of the airfoiIs,-In order that the aero-
dynamic characteristics of the various sections maybe
compared at a large value of the Reynolds Number,
the characteristics from tests at a Reynolds Number of
approximately 3,400,000 are given in a form that has
been adopted as standard at the laboratory. In Fig-
ures 4 to 11 an outline of the proiile, a table of ordi-
nates, and the complete aerodynamic characteristics
are given for each section. Two ploiw are given for
each airfoil. First, the characteristics corrected to
aspect ratio 6 (reference 4) are plotted against angk
of attack, Second, in order to compare the section
characteristics, the results have been corrected by the
method given in reference 4 to infinite aspect ratio
and plotted against the lift coefficientras the independ-
ent variabIe, To facilitate a comparison of the air-
foik, their most important properties are tabulated in
Tables I and II.
TABLE I
COMMI&’iE FOR AERONAUTICS
N. P. S. 6 because of its excmsive drag, and, for the
time being, the 101 because of its extreme camber, the
remaining airfoils may be compared with the 0021. It
will be noted that the maximum lift coefficients of [ho
remaining five airfoik alI lie between 1.17 and 1.22, a
variation of 1sss than +2X per cent from that of t.hc .
0021. The other airfoils have higher profilo drag
coef%ci.entsthan the 0021 airfoil at any given valuo of
the Iift coefficient between Oand 0.9. The 104, which
was derived from the G6ttingen 398 by increasi.njgib
thickness equalIy on either side of the original mcm
camber line, is nearly as eflicient as the 0021. The
others are decidedly inferior, The highly cambered
101 airfoil ii of interest because it shows a maximum
lift ca%icient of 1.48, 23 per cent higher than that of
the 0021. . Referring to Figure 11, the profile drag is
seen ta have only a small range of low values near a
Iift c.dicient of 0.45, and at this lift coefllcient the
profile drag is 32 per cent higher than that of the 0021,
The above discussion “indicates that camber is of
questionable value in thick airfoils.
Air flow discontinnities.-Wmd-tunnel tests have
frequently indicat~d that the air forces on certain thick
airfoils do not vary continuowly with the anglo of
attack, A sudden 10SSof more than half the total lifh
would be a serious matter if it occurred in flight. It
is important, therefore, to consider such diacontinu-
ities,
Lift curves for all tho airfoils from tests in the open-
throat t&mel at severrdvalues of the Reynolds Number
Profiledrag, ~Da C*
Airfoil c=-+ Profile
Q=o C$=.3 q=.e c== .9 t?z=o
100 1.09 .0121 .0128 .0163 .0233 +.002 <—>
0021 L20 ,0120 .0125 .0150 .0195 -.001 <—>
102 1.17 .0138 .0140 .0160 .0?222 -.06S <—-
104 1.22 .0125 .0128 .0151 .0,215 -s071 ~
6321 L21 .0140 .0142 ,0163 ,0232 -.085 ~
103 L22 .0150 .C153 .0183 .0284
’097 ~
P.s.e 1.29 .0520 a2122 .0227 .0315 ‘.092 &
101 1.48 .0355 .0208 .0192 .0254 -.195 ~
The relative desirability of the various proflas when
used as wing sections maybe compared by referring to
Table I, where the airfoils are arranged in the order of
decreasing moment coefdcienta, It will be noted that
the N. A. C. A. 100 is inferior to the N. A. C. A. 0021,
the other symmetrical airfoil. Excluding the U. S.
b=tween 160,000and 1,500,000 areprosentedinFig-
ures 12 to 19. The curves indicate that five of
the eight airfoils exhibit discontinuitiea at a vahe
of the Reynolds Number corresponding to the tests
made with atmospheric pressure in the tunnel.
As the ReynoMe Number is increased the sudden
loss of Iift becomes 1- pronounced and all the air-
foils cease to show diecontinuitiea when the value
of the Reynokle Number reaches 750,000, a value
well below the full-scale range for airplane wings,
The abrupt loss of lift is undoubtedly duo to
an abrupt change in the character of the flow over
the airfoil. In general, as the angle of attack of
an airfoiI is increased, the rate at which the lift
increasee fslk off because of a thiclmning of the
boundary layer on the upper surface or because
separation of the flow from the surface may
take place at a point forward of the trailing
edge, ~ a result of .revenmd flow in the bound- _ ._
ary”layer. jMher effect tends to decrease the
angle &rough which the air is directed downwad by
the wing, and therefore tands to reduce the lift. An
abrupt 10SSof lift, such as that shown by some of the
airfoils, must correspond to an abrupt change in the
position of the separation point and ~~ht be explained
by the assumption that the return flow in the boundary
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layer either starts well forward, where the adverse
pressure gradient aIong the surface of the airfoti is
veqy large, or continues forward until the separation
point is displaced to a position near the leading edge.
It is ako probable that at the higher values of the
Reynolds Number the increased turbulence in the
boundary layer, through the scouring action of the
turbulent air, tends to prevent the accumulation of
dead air and the resulting complete. separation. (A
similar phenomenon in rdation to the drag of spheres
is discussed in reference 6.) The character of the
discontinuity eshibited by the N. A. C. A. 102 airfoiI
at a Reynolds Number of 360,000 is noteworthy
because it gives some indication of how the type of
It is unnecessary to consider in detail here the effects
produced by changes of the air-stream turbulence, as
more complete data and a discussion of the subject
may be found in*reference 5. The change in the
maximum Iift coefficient produced by a change of the
air-stream turbulence may be observed in Figure 20.
It wiU be noted that the Lift-curve diacontinuities
disappeared when the turbulence was increased and
that the maximum Iift coefficients obtained at the
higher dues of the Reynolds Number were increased.
Comparison of the scale effect in the diilerent
tunnels.-The differences between the results from the
open-throat and from the closed-throat tunnels may
now h considered. In order to provide a basis for an
-202 -2 L724-ZU2 46-202402.46 02468 f0/214f6f8. 2?32224X
o! u a a, a a
FIcmm 2).-N. A. C.A. MM airfdl. Results from cIowd+hrcattunnelshowingeffect of lncreeAturbdenm
flow corresponding to the low-lift ragion beyond the
diwon+tiuity disappears at the higher values of the
Reynolds Number.
Scale effect.-The sde effect on the mutimum lift
may best be studied by referring to Figures 11 to 19,
where lift curves from twta in the open-threat tunnel
at various values of the Reynokls Number are plotted
together, and to Figure 20, where the lift data for the
N. A. C. A. 0021 airfoiI from tests in the closed-throat
tunnel are presented. The maximum lift coefficients
of alI the cambered airfoils decrease with increasing
mdues of the Reynolds Number; the moderately
cambered airfoik+ which give high maximum lift
coefficients in the usual range of model tests, sufler the
greatest 10SS. The scale effect on the symmetrical
airfods, however, may be favorable, but is not hrge
and is somewhat dependent on the degree of air-stream
turbulence.
estimate of the degree of the tunnel air-stream turbu-
lence under the ditTerentconditions, sphere drag tests
simihr to those described in reference 6 were con-
ducted. The results of these tests are p=ented in
I?igura 21 as plots of the drag coef6cient against the
Reynolds Number. It is known (reference 7) that
increased turbulence produces a shift of the steep pm%
of the drag curves toward lower VSIUSSof the Reynolds
Number. 4m estimate of the degree of turbuIen~e
from these results is, of course, onIy qtuditative, and
the degree of turbulence indicated is that in the center
of the air stream at comparatively low vahma of~the
Reynolds hTumber. Laying aside such considerations,
However, the results of the sphere tests indicate that
the air flow in the test section of the closed-throat
tunnel is more turbulent than the flow in the open-
throat tunnel, and that the flow behind the screen is, of
course, the most turbulent. It is not surprising, there-
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fore, that certain difference may be oberved between
theresultsof tedsof the N. A. C.A. 0021 airfoiIin
the open-throat tunnel (@. 12) and in the closed-
throat tunnel (@. 20). In the more turbuIent air
stream of the closed-throat tunnel the lift discontinuity
is less pronounced. Comparing the lift curves cor-
responding to a Reynolds Number of approximately
1.600.000. it will be noted that the maximum lift
—,---,--.,.. —–___
.5
I’Nlllllllwlll II-- ODen fhrouk
HNIIIIO h?odifieo’dosed fh.%afX Modh%kd C/O.Sed fhmof I
ReynoHa Number
FIOIJEE 2L–DraK of Wcm. KPh9re
coefficient from the tests in the closed tumnel is 10
per cent higher than that from the tests in the open-
throat tunnel. The remdtain Figure 1 indicati that a
difference of approximately 4 per cent maybe attrib-
uted to the fact that a highly polished metal model
was used in the later tests. The remainder, 6 per cent,
is not very important as compared with the changes
resulting from true scale effect on some of the airfoils,
and is of the same order as the dMerence that wouId be
expected to result from the change in the degree of
turbulence.
TABLII 11.—IMPORTANT CHARACTERISTICS
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CONCLUSIONS
1. Discontinuities of the type that have been
observed in the testing of thick airfoils disappear as
the Reynolds Number is increased, and therefore WN
not be encountered in flight if wing sections of this
type are used.
2. For airfoiIs having a thickness ratio of approxi-
mately 20 per cent of the chord, camber is of question-
able value.
3, Very thick, moderately cambered airfoils that
give high maximum lift coeflicirmta in the usual _
Reynolds Number range of model teste will be found
to give lower maximum lift coefficients in flight.
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